
SP211 Worksheet 24

11.2 Conservation of Momentum

11.3 Collisions

----- Problem 1 ----- A horizontally fired bullet of mass 11 g has a velocity vx = +1000 m/s at
the instant just before it contacts, penetrates, and embeds into a 2.4 kg block that is sitting at rest
on a level surface. The coefficient of kinetic friction between the block and the floor is µk = 0.20.

• How far does the “block + embedded bullet” slide?

The embedding is a very quick and internally violent process where momentum is conserved* (“ini-
tial” and “final” are the bookends of a very brief instant). The sliding of the “block + embedded”
bullet happens afterwards as a separate long time-scale process.

*Compared to the extreme internal forces during the instant, external forces are much much too
small to have an appreciable effect over this very short instant. The internal forces though have no
effect on the system momentum.

----- Problem 2 ----- A 0.012 kg bullet embeds into the 2.4 kg block of a ballistic pendulum (a
block suspended by cords that allows it to swing). The speed of the bullet is unknown, but just
before impact with the block it is moving horizontally. The “block + embedded bullet” swings rising
0.12 m vertically.

• What was the speed of the bullet just before impact with the block?

• During the bullet’s embedding into the block, what percentage of the bullet’s initial kinetic
energy was converted into thermal energy?

In solving for the bullet’s speed, you have essentially “solved the problem”. The thermal-energy part
is a post-problem analysis / reflection you conduct afterwards.

----- Problem 3 ----- Block A of mass 5m moves along the −x axis approaching the origin
with vx = +v0. It collides elastically with block B of mass 3m that lies at rest at the origin.

• What are the velocities of each of the blocks after the collision?

Answers:

1. d = 5.310 m

2. v_0 = 308.3 m/s

(% of K to Ethermal) = 99.95%

3. v_Ax = +(1/4)*v_0

v_Bx = +(5/4)*v_0


